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Pediatric palliative care initiative launched by JHU researchers
By Hillel Kuttler

School of Nursing
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A

n initiative to build empathy and
understanding among medical professionals who treat children with
chronic health conditions has been awarded a $1 million two-year grant from the
National Institute for Nursing Research, an
agency of the National Institutes of Health.
Co-directed by Cynda H. Rushton, associate professor at the Johns Hopkins School of
Nursing, the study was one of only 4 percent
that NIH funded among 20,000 Challenge
Grant applications filed nationally. Seventeen other NIH Challenge Grants were
extended to Johns Hopkins.
With the grant, Rushton, who holds a
joint faculty position with the School of
Medicine and serves as director of Johns
Hopkins Children’s Center’s Harriet Lane
Compassionate Care program, will develop
and test innovative training methods that
will include video documentaries of patients
and families that are geared toward integrating palliative care into chronic pediatric
diseases.
The project team includes co-director
Gail Geller, a professor of medicine in the
School of Medicine with joint appointments
in Pediatrics and the Bloomberg School’s
departments of Health Policy and Management, and Health, Behavior and Society;
Carlton Haywood Jr., an assistant professor
in the School of Medicine’s Department of
Hematology; and Mary Catherine Beach,
an associate professor in the School of
Medicine’s Department of Medicine and the
Welch Center for Prevention, Epidemiology
and Clinical Research.
The effort, to be jointly run with the

Gail Geller and Cynda Rushton lead a team testing innovative training methods
geared toward integrating palliative care into chronic pediatric diseases.

university’s Berman Institute of Bioethics,
where all four researchers are core faculty members, is meant to sensitize the
entire health care team that treats pediatric
patients with either Duchenne muscular
dystrophy or sickle cell disease.
DMD and SCD are among the most
common chronic, inherited, life-threatening
diseases. But palliative care—defined as alleviating a patient’s symptoms and improving
quality of life, regardless of whether the condition is curable—ultimately can improve
the overall care DMD and SCD patients
receive, Rushton and Geller said.
The researchers said they believe that
the project will make caregivers—including

Evergreen’s ARTBus spotlights
Baltimore’s emerging art scene
B y H e at h e r E g a n S ta l f o rt

JHU Museums and Libraries

E

vergreen Museum & Library’s ARTBus tour from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, March 13 (rescheduled from
its original Feb. 14 date), offers art aficionados and novices an easy navigation of some
of Baltimore’s most exciting up-and-coming
galleries, artist studios and experimental
exhibition spaces.
ARTBus, a special project of the Evergreen Museum & Library Advisory Council,
is inspired by Evergreen’s Garrett family,
avid supporters of contemporary artists in
the early 20th century.
Led by artist, writer and independent curator Jason Hughes, ARTBus riders will get a
rare insider’s look at Load of Fun Studios and
AREA 405 in Station North, the H&H Arts
Building downtown and Jordan Faye Contemporary in Federal Hill, with opportunities not
only to view current exhibitions and purchase
artwork but also to meet some of the artists,
gallery owners and curators who are shaping
Baltimore’s vibrant contemporary art scene.
Throughout the six-hour excursion,
Hughes, former exhibitions coordinator at
Baltimore’s School 33 Art Center and a
2006 Sondheim Prize Finalist, will generate
dynamic discussion about the present and
future state of contemporary artistic activity
in Charm City.
The day will begin at 9:30 a.m. with a
welcome reception of coffee and doughnuts
at Evergreen Museum & Library. The ARTBus will depart promptly from the museum
at 10 a.m. and return by 4 p.m. Seating is
limited to 40 riders, and early registration
is highly suggested. The cost is $80/$65 for
Evergreen members and includes deluxe bus

transportation, guided studio and gallery visits, catered box lunch, snacks, and welcome
and closing receptions. To learn more about
the ARTBus or to register, call 410-5160341, e-mail evergreenmuseum@jhu.edu or
go to http://museums.jhu.edu.
Over the past five years, Baltimore has
experienced a cultural renaissance that
has elevated its art community to national
prominence. Area artists and recent transplants have taken advantage of the city’s
industrial past and affordable real estate by
creating large-scale mixed-use spaces boasting cavernous galleries, communal live/work
studios and cabarets with an emphasis on
experimentation and site-specific installations. Likewise, smaller boutique galleries
are being recognized for their efforts in
supporting emerging and midcareer artists
while featuring artwork that is both affordable and accessible to area collectors.
This do-it-yourself approach—along with
Baltimore’s close proximity to Washington
and New York, sizable individual artist awards
such as the Sondheim Prize and Baker Artist
Awards, and some of the top undergraduate
and graduate fine arts programs in the country—has allowed Baltimore’s art community
to grow into one of the best underground art
scenes in the United States.
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neurologists, hematologists and other physicians; nurses; respiratory, occupational and
physical therapists; genetic counselors; and
social workers—“more compassionate and
respectful, with a better understanding of
what their [patients’] lives are like,” Rushton
said. And it will address caregivers’ emotions
in treating such patients—the “tremendous
feeling of inadequacy because of not being
able to fix [what] is not fixable,” Geller
added.
“Palliative care generally has been associated with end-of-life care,” Geller said.
“This is one of the first studies to remove
palliative care from [that] limited context
and to say, What can we learn from the

principles of pediatric palliative care in the
context of chronic diseases?”
The investigation is among the 364
stimulus-funded research grants and supplements totaling almost $180 million that
Johns Hopkins has now garnered since
Congress passed the American Recovery
and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 (informally known by the
acronym ARRA),
bestowing
the
National Institutes
of Health and the
National Science
Foundation with
$12.4 billion in extra money to underwrite
research grants by September 2010. The
stimulus package—which provided $550
billion in new spending, including the
above grants—is part of the federal government’s attempt to bring back a stumbling
economy by distributing dollars for transportation projects, infrastructure building,
the development of new energy sources and
job creation, and financing research that
will benefit humankind.
Johns Hopkins scientists have submitted
more than 1,300 proposals for stimulusfunded investigations, ranging from strategies to help recovering addicts stay sober
and the role that certain proteins play in
the development of muscular dystrophy to
mouse studies seeking to understand how
men and women differ in their response to
the influenza virus.
To date, 117 staff jobs have been created
at Johns Hopkins directly from ARRA funding, not counting jobs saved when other
grants ran out, and not counting faculty
and grad student positions supported by the
ARRA grants.
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